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ABSTRACT

The lack of a formalism for “the problem of music descrip-
tion” results in, among other things: ambiguity in what
problem a music description system must address, how it
should be evaluated, what criteria define its success, and
the paradox that a music description system can reproduce
the “ground truth” of a music dataset without attending to
the music it contains. To address these issues, we formal-
ize the problem of music description such that all elements
of an instance of it are made explicit. This can thus inform
the building of a system, and how it should be evaluated in
a meaningful way. We provide illustrations of this formal-
ism applied to three examples drawn from the literature.

1. INTRODUCTION

Before one can address a problem with an algorithm (a fi-
nite series of well-defined operations that transduce a well-
specified input into a well-specified output) one needs to
define and decompose that problem in a way that is com-
patible with the formal nature of algorithms [17]. A very
simple example is the problem of adding any two posi-
tive integers. Addressing this problem with an algorithm
entails defining the entity “positive integer”, the function
“adding”, and then producing a finite series of well-defined
operations that applies the function to an input of two pos-
itive integers to output the correct positive integer.

A more complex example is “the problem of music de-
scription.” While much work in music information re-
trieval (MIR) has proposed systems to attempt to address
the problem of music description [4, 12, 29], and much
work attempts to evaluate the capacity of these systems for
addressing that problem [9, 20], we have yet to find any
work that actually defines it. (The closest we have found is
that of [24].) Instead, there are many allusions to the prob-
lem: predict the “genre” of a piece of recorded music [25];
label music with “useful tags” [1]; predict what a listener
will “feel” when “listening” to some music [29]; find mu-
sic “similar” to some other music [26]. These allusions are
deceptively simple, however, since behind them lie many
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problems and questions that have major repercussions on
the design and evaluation of any proposed system. For ex-
ample, What is “genre”? What is “useful”? How is “feel-
ing” related to “listening”? “Similar” in what respects?

With respect to the problem of music description, some
work in MIR discusses the meaningfulness, worth, and fu-
tility of designing artificial systems to describe music [28];
the idea of and the difficulty in “ground truth” [3, 6, 15];
the size of datasets [5], a lack of statistics [10], the exis-
tence of bias [16], and the ways such systems are evalu-
ated [21, 22, 27]. Since a foundational goal of MIR is to
develop systems that can imitate the human ability to de-
scribe music, these discussions are necessary. However,
what remains missing is a formal definition of the problem
of music description such that it can be addressed by algo-
rithms, and relevant and valid evaluations can be designed.

In this work, we formalize the problem of music de-
scription and try to avoid ambiguity arising from seman-
tics. This leads to a rather abstract form, and so we illus-
trate its aspects using examples from the literature. The
most practical benefit of our formalization is a specifica-
tion of all elements that should be explicitly defined when
addressing an instance of the problem of music description.

2. FORMALISM

We start our formalization by defining the domain of the
problem of music description. In particular, we discrimi-
nate between the music that is to be described and a record-
ing of it since the former is intangible and the latter is data
that a system can analyze. We then define the problem
of music description, a recorded music description system
(RMDS), and the analysis of such a system. This leads to
the central role of the use case.

2.1 Domain

Denote a music universe, Ω, a set of music, e.g., Vivaldi’s
“The Four Seasons”, the piano part of Gershwin’s “Rhap-
sody in Blue”, and the first few measures of the first move-
ment of Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony. A member of Ω is
intangible. One cannot hear, see or point to any member
of Ω; but one can hear a performance of Vivaldi’s “The
Four Seasons”, read sheet music notating the piano part
of Gershwin’s “Rhapsody in Blue”, and point to a printed
score of Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony. Likewise, a recorded
performance of Vivaldi’s “The Four Seasons” is not Vi-
valdi’s “The Four Seasons”, and sheet music notating the
piano part of Gershwin’s “Rhapsody in Blue” is not the
piano part of Gershwin’s “Rhapsody in Blue”.



In the tangible world, there may exist tangible record-
ings of the members of Ω. Denote the tangible music record-
ing universe byRΩ. A member ofRΩ is a recording of an
element of ω ∈ Ω. A recording is a tangible object, such
as a printed CD or score. Denote one recording of ω ∈ Ω
as rω ∈ RΩ. There might be many recordings of an ω in
RΩ. We say the music ω is embedded in rω; it enables for
a listener an indirect sense of ω. For instance, one can hear
a live or recorded performance of ω, and one can read a
printed score of ω. The acknowledgment of and distinc-
tion between intangible music and tangible recordings of
music is essential since systems cannot work with intangi-
ble music, but only tangible recordings.

2.2 Music Description and the Use Case

Denote a vocabulary, V , a set of symbols or tokens, e.g.,
“Baroque”, “piano”, “knock knock”, scores employing com-
mon practice notation, the set of real numbers R, other mu-
sic recordings, and so on. Define the semantic universe as

SV,A := {s = (v1, . . . , vn)|n ∈ N,
∀1 ≤ i ≤ n[vi ∈ V] ∧A(s)} (1)

where A(·) encompasses a semantic rule, for instance, re-
stricting SV,A to consist of sequences of cardinality 1. Note
that the description s is a sequence, and not a vector or a
set. This permits descriptions that are, e.g., time-dependent,
such as envelopes, if V and A(·) permit it. In that case,
the order of elements in s could be alternating time val-
ues with envelope values. Descriptions could also be time-
frequency dependent.

We define music description as pairing an element of
Ω or RΩ with an element of SV,A. The problem of music
description is to make the pairing acceptable with respect
to a use case. A use case provides specifications of Ω and
RΩ, V and A(·), and success criteria. Success criteria de-
scribe how music or a music recording should be paired
with an element of the semantic universe, which may in-
volve the sanity of the decision (e.g., tempo estimation
must be based on the frequency of onsets), the efficiency of
the decision (e.g., pairing must be produced under 100 ms
with less than 10 MB of memory), or other considerations.

To make this clearer, consider the following use case.
The music universe Ω consists of performances by Buck-
wheat Zydeco, movements of Vivaldi’s “The Four Sea-
sons”, and traditional Beijing opera. The tangible music
recording universe RΩ consists of all possible 30-second
digital audio recordings of the elements in Ω. Let the vo-
cabulary V = {“Blues”, “Classical”}; and define A(s) :=
[|s| ∈ {0, 1}]. The semantic universe is thus, SV,A = {(),
(“Blues”), (“Classical”)}. There are many possible suc-
cess criteria. One is to map all recordings of Buckwheat
Zydeco to “Blues”, map all recordings of Vivaldi’s “The
Four Seasons” to “Classical”, and map all recordings of
traditional Beijing opera to neither. Another is to map no
recordings of Buckwheat Zydeco and Vivaldi’s “The Four
Seasons” to the empty sequence, and to map any recording
of traditional Beijing opera to either non-empty sequence
with a probability less than 0.1.

2.3 Recorded Music Description Systems

A recorded music description system (RMDS) is a map
from the tangible music recording universe to the semantic
universe:

S : RΩ → SV,A. (2)

Building an RMDS means making a map according to well-
specified criteria, e.g., using expert domain knowledge, au-
tomatic methods of supervised learning, and a combina-
tion of these. An instance of an RMDS is a specific map
that is already built, and consists of four kinds of com-
ponents [21]: algorithmic (e.g., feature extraction, classi-
fication, pre-processing), instruction (e.g., description of
RΩ and SV,A), operator(s) (e.g., the one inputting data and
interpreting output), and environmental (e.g., connections
between components, training datasets). It is important to
note that S is not restricted to map any recording to a sin-
gle element of V . Depending on V and A(·), SV,A could
consist of sequences of scalars and vectors, sets and se-
quences, functions, combinations of all these, and so on. S
could thus map a recording to many elements of V .

One algorithmic component of an RMDS is a feature
extraction algorithm, which we define as

E : RΩ → SF,A′ (3)

i.e., a map from RΩ to a semantic universe built from the
vocabulary of a feature space F and semantic rule A′(·).
For instance, if F := CM , M ∈ N, and A′(s) := [|s| = 1],
then the feature extraction maps a recording to a single
M -dimensional complex vector. Examples of such a map
are the discrete Fourier transform, or a stacked series of
vectors of statistics of Mel frequency cepstral coefficients.
Another algorithmic component of an RMDS is a classifi-
cation algorithm, which we define:

C : SF,A′ → SV,A (4)

i.e., a map from one semantic universe to another. Ex-
amples of such a map are k-nearest neighbor, maximum
likelihood, support vector machine, and a decision tree.

To make this clearer, consider the RMDS named “RT
GS” built by Tzanetakis and Cook [25]. E maps sam-
pled audio signals of about 30-s duration to SF,A′ , defined
by single 19-dimensional vectors, where one dimension is
spectral centroid mean, another is spectral centroid vari-
ance, and so on. C maps SF,A′ to SV,A, which is defined
by V = {“Blues”, “Classical”, “Country”, “Disco”, “Hip
hop”, “Jazz”, “Metal”, “Pop”, “Reggae”, “Rock”}, and
A(s) := [|s| = 1]. This mapping involves maximizing the
likelihood of an element of SF,A′ among ten multivariate
Gaussian models created with supervised learning.

Supervised learning involves automatically building com-
ponents of an S, or defining E and C, given a training
recorded music dataset: a sequence of tuples of recordings
sampled fromRΩ and elements of SV,A, i.e.,

D := {(ri, si) ∈ RΩ × SV,A|i ∈ I} (5)

The set I indexes the dataset. We call the sequence (si)i∈I
the ground truth of D. In the case of RT GS, its training



recorded music dataset contains 900 tuples randomly se-
lected from the dataset GTZAN [22,25]. These are selected
in a way such that the ground truth of D has no more than
100 of each element of SV,A.

2.4 Analysis of Recorded Music Description Systems

Given an RMDS, one needs to determine whether it ad-
dresses the problem of music description. Simple ques-
tions to answer are: does Ω and RΩ of the RMDS encom-
pass those of the use case? Does the SV,A of the RMDS
encompass that of the use case? A more complex ques-
tion could be, does the RMDS meet the success criteria
of the use case? This last question involves the design,
implementation, analysis, and interpretation of valid ex-
periments that are relevant to answering hypotheses about
the RMDS and success criteria [21, 27]. Answering these
questions constitutes an analysis of an RMDS.

Absent explicit success criteria of a use case, a standard
approach for evaluating an RMDS is to compute a vari-
ety of figures of merit (FoM) from its “treatment” of the
recordings of a testing D that exemplify the input/output
relationships sought. Examples of such FoM are mean
classification accuracy, precisions, recalls, and confusions.
An implicit belief is that the correct output will be pro-
duced from the input only if an RMDS has learned criteria
relevant to describing the music. Furthermore, it is hoped
that the resulting FoM reflect the real world performance
of an RMDS. The real world performance of an RMDS
are the FoM that result from an experiment using a testing
recording music dataset consisting of all members in RΩ,
rather than a sampling of them. If this dataset is out of
reach, statistical tests can be used to determine significant
differences in performance between two RMDS (testing
the null hypothesis, “neither RMDS has ‘learned better’
than the other”), or between the RMDS and that of picking
an element of SV,A independent of the element from RΩ

(testing the null hypothesis, “The RMDS has learned noth-
ing”). These statistical tests are accompanied by implicit
and strict assumptions on the measurement model and its
appropriateness to describe the measurements made in the
experiment [2, 8].

As an example, consider the evaluation of RT GS dis-
cussed above [25]. The evaluation constructs a testing D
from the 100 elements of the dataset GTZAN not present in
the training D used to create the RMDS. They treat each
of the 100 recordings in the testing D with RT GS, and
compare its output with the ground truth. From these 100
comparisons, they compute the percentage of outputs that
match the ground truth (accuracy). Whether or not this is
a high-quality estimate of the real world accuracy of RT
GS depends entirely upon the definition of Ω, RΩ, SV,A,
as well as the testing D and the measurement model of the
experiment.

There are many serious dangers to the interpretation of
the FoM of an RMDS as reflective of its real world per-
formance: noise in the measurements, an inappropriate
measurement model [2], a poor experimental design and
errors of the third kind [14], the lack of error bounds or
error bounds that are too large [8], and several kinds of

bias. One kind of bias comes from the very construction
of testing datasets. For instance, if the testing dataset is the
same as the training dataset, and the set of recordings in the
dataset is a subset ofRΩ, then the FoM of an RMDS com-
puted from the treatment may not indicate its real world
performance. This has led to the prescription in machine
learning to use a testing dataset that is disjoint with the
training dataset, by partitioning for instance [13]. This,
however, may not solve many other problems of bias as-
sociated with the construction of datasets, or increase the
relevance of such an experiment with measuring the extent
to which an RMDS has learned to describe the music in Ω.

2.5 Summary

Table 1 summarizes all elements defined in our formaliza-
tion of the problem of music description, along with exam-
ples of them. These are the elements that must be explic-
itly defined in order to address an instance of the problem
of music description by algorithms. Central to many of
these are the definition of a use case, which specifies the
music and music recording universe, the vocabulary, the
desired semantic universe, and the success criteria of an
acceptable system. (Note that “use case” is not the same
as “user-centered.”) If the use case is not unambiguously
specified, then a successful RMDS cannot be constructed,
relevant and valid experiments cannot be designed, and the
analysis of an RMDS cannot be meaningful. Table 1 can
serve as a checklist for the extent to which an instance of
the problem of music description is explicitly defined.

3. APPLICATION

We now discuss two additional published works in the MIR
literature in terms of our formalism.

3.1 Dannenberg et al. [7]

The use cases of the RMDS employed by Dannenberg et
al. [7] are motivated by the desire for a mode of communi-
cation between a human music performer and an accompa-
nying computer that is more natural than physical interac-
tion. The idea is for the computer to employ an RMDS to
describe the acoustic performance of a performer in terms
of several “styles.” Dannenberg et al. circumvent the need
to define any of these “styles” by noting, “what really mat-
ters is the ability of the performer to consistently produce
intentional and different styles of playing at will” [7]. As
a consequence, the use cases and thus system analysis are
centered on the performer.

One use case considered by Dannenberg et al. defines
V = {“lyrical”, “frantic”, “syncopated”, “pointillistic”,
“blues”, “quote”, “high”, “low”}, and the semantic rule
A(s) := [|s| ∈ {1}]. The semantic universe SV,A is then
all single elements of V . The music universe Ω is all possi-
ble music that can be played or improvised by the specific
performer in these “styles.” The tangible music record-
ing universe RΩ is all possible 5-second acoustic record-
ings of the elements of Ω. Finally, the success criteria of
this particular problem of music description includes the
following requirements: reliable for a specific performer
in an interactive performance, classifier latency of under



Element (Symbol) Definition Example
music universe (Ω) a set of (intangible) music {“Automatic Writing” by R. Ashley}
tangible music recording
universe (RΩ)

a set of tangible recordings of all members of Ω {R. Ashley, “Automatic Writing”, LCD
1002, Lovely Music, Ltd., 1996}

recording (rω) a member ofRΩ a 1-second excerpt of the 46 minute
recording of “Automatic Writing” from
LCD 1002

vocabulary (V) a set of symbols {“Robert”, “french woman”, “bass in
other room”, “Moog”} ∪ [0, 2760]

semantic universe (SV,A) {s = (v1, . . . , vn)|n ∈ N, ∀1 ≤ i ≤ n[vi ∈ V] ∧ A(s)}, i.e.,
the set of all sequences of symbols from V permitted by the
semantic rule A(·)

{(“Robert”, 1), (“Robert”, “Moog”,
4.3), (“french woman”, 104.3), (“french
woman”, “Moog”, 459), . . .}

semantic rule (A(s)) a Boolean function that defines when sequence s is “permissi-
ble”

A(s) :=
[
(|s| ∈ {2, 3, 4, 5}) ∧

({v1, . . . , v|s|−1} ⊆ {“Robert”,
“french woman”, “bass in other room”,
“Moog”} ∪ {}) ∧ (v|s| ∈ [0, 2760])

]
music description the pairing of an element of Ω orRΩ with an element of SV,A label the events (character, time) in record-

ing LCD 1002 of “Automatic Writing” by
R. Ashley

the problem of music de-
scription

make this pairing acceptable with respect to the success criteria
specified by the use case

make this pairing such that F-score of
event “Robert” is at least 0.9

use case specification of Ω,RΩ,V, A(s), and success criteria see all above
system a connected set of interacting and interdependent components

of four kinds (operator(s), instructions, algorithms, environ-
ment) that together address a use case

system created in the Audio Latin Genre
Classification task of MIREX 2013 by or-
ganizer from submission “AP1” and fold 1
of LMD [18]

operators agent(s) that employ the system, inputting data, and interpret-
ing outputs

Audio Latin Genre Classification orga-
nizer of MIREX 2013

instructions specifications for the operator(s), like an application program-
ming interface

MIREX 2013 input/output specifications
for Train/Test tasks; “README” file in-
cluded with “AP1”

algorithm a finite series of well-defined ordered operations to transduce
an input into an output

“Training.m” and “Classifying.m” MAT-
LAB scripts in “AP1”, etc.

environment connections between components, external databases, the
space within which the system operates, its boundaries

folds 2 and 3 of LMD [18], MIREX com-
puter cluster, local MATLAB license file,
etc.

recorded music description
system (RMDS) (S)

S : RΩ → SV,A, i.e., a map fromRΩ to SV,A “RT GS” evaluated in [25]

feature extraction algorithm
(E)

E : RΩ → SF,A′ , i.e., a map from RΩ to an element of a
semantic universe based on the feature vocabulary F and se-
mantic rule A′(s)

compute using [19] the first 13 MFCCs
(including zeroth coefficient) from a
recording

feature vocabulary (F) a set of symbols R13

classification algorithm (C) C : SF,A′ → SV,A, i.e., a map from SF,A′ to the semantic
universe

single nearest neighbor

recorded music dataset D := ({rω ∈ RΩ, s ∈ SV,A}i)i∈I , i.e., a sequence of tuples
of recordings and elements of the semantic universe, indexed
by I

GTZAN [22, 25]

“ground truth” of D (si)i∈I , i.e., the sequence of “true” elements of the semantic
universe for the recordings in D

in GTZAN: {“blues”, “blues”, . . . , “clas-
sical”, . . . , “country”, . . .}

analysis of an RMDS answering whether an RMDS can meet the success criteria of
a use case with relevant and valid experiments

designing, implementing, analyzing and
interpreting experiments that validly an-
swer, “Can RT GS [25] address the needs
of user A?”

experiment principally in service to answering a scientific question, the
mapping of one or more RMDS to recordings of D, and the
making of measurements

apply RT GS to GTZAN, compare its out-
put labels to “ground truth”, and compute
accuracy

figure of merit (FoM) performance measurement of an RMDS from an experiment classification accuracy of RT GS in
GTZAN

real world performance of
an RMDS

the figure of merit expected if an experiment with an RMDS
uses all ofRΩ

classification accuracy of RT GS

Table 1. Summary of all elements defined in the formalization of the problem of music description, with examples.

5 seconds. The specific definition of “reliable” might in-
clude high accuracy, high precision in every class, or only
in some classes.

Dannenberg et al. create an RMDS by using a training
dataset of recordings curated from actual performances, as
well as collected in a more controlled fashion in a lab-
oratory. The ground truth of the dataset is created with

input from performers. The feature extraction algorithm
includes algorithms for pitch detection, MIDI conversion,
and the computation of 13 low-level features from the MIDI
data. One classification algorithm employed is maximum
likelihood using a naive Bayesian model.

The system analysis performed by Dannenberg et al. in-
volve experiments measuring the mean accuracy of all sys-



tems created and tested with 5-fold cross validation. Fur-
thermore, they evaluate a specific RMDS they create in the
context of a live music performance. From this they ob-
serve three things: 1) the execution time of the RMDS is
under 1 ms; 2) the FoM of the RMDS found in the lab-
oratory evaluation is too optimistic for its real world per-
formance in the context of live performance; 3) using the
confidence of the classifier and tuning a threshold parame-
ter provides a means to improve the RMDS by reducing its
number of false positives.

3.2 Turnbull et al. [24]

Turnbull et al. [24] propose several RMDS that work with
a vocabulary consisting of 174 unique “musically relevant”
words, such as “Genre–Brit Pop”, “Usage-Reading”, and
“NOT-Emotion–Bizarre / Weird”. A(s) := [|s| = 10 ∧
∀i 6= j(vi 6= vj)], and so the elements of SV,A are tuples
of ten unique elements of V . The music universe Ω con-
sists of at least 502 songs (the size of the CAL500 dataset),
such as “S.O.S.” performed by ABBA, “Sweet Home Al-
abama” performed by Lynyrd Skynyrd, and “Fly Me to the
Moon” sung by Frank Sinatra. The tangible music record-
ing universe RΩ is composed of MP3-compressed record-
ings of entire music pieces. The RMDS sought by Turnbull
et al. aims “[to be] good at predicting all the words [in V]”,
or “produce sensible semantic annotations for an acousti-
cally diverse set of songs.” Since “good”, “sensible” and
“acoustically diverse” are not defined, the success criteria
is ambiguous. Ω is also likely much larger than 502 songs.

The feature extraction algorithm in the RMDS of Turn-
bull et al. maps a music recording to a semantic universe
built from a feature vocabulary F := R39, and the semantic
rule A′(s) := [|s| = 10000]. That is, the algorithm com-
putes from an audio recording 13 MFCC coefficients on
23ms frames, concatenates the first and second derivatives
in each frame, and randomly selects 10000 feature vec-
tors from all those extracted. The classification algorithm
in the RMDS uses a a maximum a posteriori decision cri-
terion, with conditional probabilities of features modelled
by a Gaussian mixture model (GMM) of a specified order.
One RMDS uses expectation maximization to estimate the
parameters of an 8-order GMM from a training dataset.

Turnbull et al. build an RMDS using a training dataset
of 450 elements selected from CAL500. They apply this
RMDS to the remaining elements of CAL500, and mea-
sure how its output compares to the ground truth. When
the ground truth of a recording in CAL500 does not have
10 elements per the semantic rule of the semantic universe,
Turnbull et al. randomly add unique elements of V , or
randomly remove elements from the ground truth of the
recording until it has cardinality 10.

Turnbull et al. compute from an experiment FoM such
as mean per-word precision. Per-word precision is, for a
v ∈ V and when defined, the percentage of correct map-
pings of the system from the recordings in the test dataset
to an element of the semantic universe that includes v.
Mean per-word precision is thus the mean of the |V| per-
word precisions. Turnbull et al. compare the FoM of the
RMDS to other systems, such as a random classifier and

a human. They conclude that their best RMDS is slightly
worse than human performance on “more ‘objective’ se-
mantic categories [like instrumentation and genre]” [24].
The evaluation, measuring the amount of ground truth re-
produced by a system (human or not) and not the sensi-
bility of the annotations, has questionable relevance and
validity to the ambiguous use case.

4. CONCLUSION

Formalism can reveal when a problem is not adequately de-
fined, and how to explicitly define it in no uncertain terms.
An explicit definition of a problem shows how to evaluate
solutions in relevant and valid ways. It is in this direction
that we move with this paper for the problem of music de-
scription, the spirit of which is encapsulated by Table 1.
The unambiguous definition of the use case is central for
addressing an instance of the problem of music description.

We have discussed several published RMDS within this
formalism. The work of Dannenberg et al. [7] provides
a good model since its use case and analysis are clearly
specified — both center on a specific music performer —
and through evaluating the system in the real world they
actually complete the research and development cycle to
improve the system [27]. The use cases of the RMDS built
by Tzanetakis and Cook [25] and Turnbull et al. [24] are
not specified. In both cases, a labeled dataset is assumed to
provide sufficient definition of the problem. Turnbull et al.
suggest a success criterion of annotations being “sensible,”
but the evaluation only measures the amount of ground
truth reproduced. Due to the lack of definition, we are thus
unsure what problem either of these RMDS is actually ad-
dressing, or whether either of them is actually considering
the music [23]. An analysis of an RMDS depends on an
explicit use case. The definition of the use case in Dan-
nenberg et al. [7] renders this question irrelevant: all that
is needed is that the RMDS meets the success criteria of a
given performer, which is tested by performing with it.

While we provide in this paper a formalization of the
problem of music description, and a checklist of the com-
ponents necessary to define an instance of such a problem,
it does not describe how to solve any specific problem of
music description. We do not derive restrictions on any
of the components of the problem definition, or show how
datasets should be constructed to guarantee an evaluation
can result in good estimates of real world performance.
Our future work aims in these directions. We will inco-
prorate the formalism of the design and analysis of com-
parative experiments [2,21], which will help define the no-
tions of relevance and validity when it comes to analyzing
RMDS. We seek to incorporate notions of learning and in-
ference [13], e.g., to specify what constitutes the building
of a “good” RMDS using a training dataset (where “good”
depends on the use case). We also seek to explain more
formally two paradoxes that have been observed. First,
though an RMDS is evaluated in a test dataset to repro-
duce a large amount of ground truth, it appears to not be
a result of the consideration of characteristics in the music
universe [20]. Second, though artificial algorithms have



none of the extensive experience humans have in music lis-
tening, description, and culture, they can reproduce ground
truth consisting of extremely subjective and culturally cen-
tered concepts like genre [11].
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